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The Government is certainly talking the talk
when it comes to an intention to solve the
housing crisis. This ambition is of course
welcomed, but we are yet to be convinced
that this White Paper will deliver the change
we need. Planning for more new homes in the
right locations is stating the obvious, but the
multi-pronged approach – not least across all
tenures, all manner of construction, and all
sizes of house builders – that is essential if
we are to make real inroads in to addressing
the problem, remains light on detail. Some
of the proposed changes to national policy,
mechanisms and sources of funding to
support new housing are great to see, but,
despite indications that planning would be
de-politicised, it is clear that talking about
boosting significantly the supply of housing
nationally remains a political challenge.
Beyond the White Paper there are however
many exciting concepts and ideas coming
forwards to add to the diversity in the UK’s
housing and employment landscape.
As well as the progression of Garden
Cities, Towns and Villages, of which we’re
involved in three of those progressing
through Government Funding, the model
of Innovation Districts remains relatively
unexplored, something our teams across the
practice have been looking at in great detail.
Transport Orientated Development (TOD) is
also a concept widely acknowledged across
the world and our International team talk us
through their experience of these principals

in Riyadh. Finally, at street level, construction
methods, skills, and space standards are
often discussed when it comes to the delivery
of schemes and this is something our design
and planning teams have taken a great
interest in, exploring the complexities of selfbuild and prefabrication, as a solution to both
the housing and skills shortage crises.
And then of course there is the Planning
System. The NNPF continues to be interpreted
in the Courts, with the Willaston case (for
which we presented the OAN and planning
advice at appeal) focusing on the supply of
housing policies (para 49 of the NPPF), heard
in the Supreme Court. In this edition, we
explore a number of the judgments handed
down by the Courts in 2016, and we expect
this to continue in 2017. In this regard, we
have also prepared this month the substantial
witness statement in support of judicial
review of the Ministerial Written Statement
on neighbourhood plans issued on 12th
December 2016. We expect to hear whether
our application has been successful at the
end of February - watch this space.
So only time will tell as to whether the raft
of White Paper proposals put forward will be
worth the wait, but hopefully this edition of
Update gives you a flavour of how we intend
to continue to push for a variety of solutions
and mechanisms, all of which are required to
aid development across all sectors.
I hope you enjoy reading the first Update
of 2017!
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News in Short
Permission Secured for Cancer Treatment Centre: Our Reading
Planning team have secured planning permission for a £30
million cancer treatment centre at Thames Valley Science Park in
Reading. The Proton Therapy centre will offer a pioneering form
of treatment, including proton beam cancer therapy, and will help
around 500 patients each year. The centre will be one of three new
centres to be built in the UK by Proton Partners International and
will offer a specialised type of cancer treatment that is not yet
available in the UK.
The Dragon

Industry

Celtic Knotwork

The three prongs of the tripod
structure represent the dragon’s foot,
accompanied by the wood shingles
that are evocative of the dragon’s
scale.

The famous coal mining industry plays
a significant role in Welsh history.
The industrial form of the legs of the
headframe have been integrated into
this design.

A method through which legends
were told, using symbolism. This
is manifested architecturally in the
corten steel door pattern.

Image courtesy of JDDK Architects
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Little Dragon wins big! Congratulations to our Architecture
team who have won a competition to design a portable home by
Introducing . . .
Legendary Glamping Wales. Their concept ‘Little Dragon’ gets its
inspiration from three main sources: The Dragon - the three prongs
of the tripod structure represent the dragons foot. Industry - coal
mining plays a huge part in Wales history and is represented
through the industrial form of the design. Finally, Celtic knotwork incorporated in the steel door pattern.
Slippers out for Shelter: We ended the year on a high with some
slipper madness. As part of our corporate partnership with Shelter,
we took their ‘Slippers for Shelter’ fundraising day to a new level
in December! We asked our teams to dare colleagues to wear their
slippers in embarrassing situations for charity. In total, 10 dares
took place across the Practice - from networking and dressing up
to dancing and cycling, raising a total of £4,940 for the charity! To
see the pictures visit: www.bartonwillmore.co.uk/shelter
Delivery

All-terrain

Craned-in

Glamping

The pods can be transported
across Wales on the back of a
flatbed lorry stored horizontally.

The little dragon pods can be
transported across a range of rough
terrain via a telehandler.

The little dragon pods are then lifted
into position and set onto the tripod
structure to provide a level base.

The little dragon pods are ready for
use, the entrance steps unfold and
the solar panels open.

Cover image: 31 Great George Street, Bristol (Image courtesty of JLL)
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The Celtic Knotwork
inspired Corten steel
door (Glass backing)
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Ground Floor Plan

First Floor Plan

1. Table for coffee and food prep
2. Seating area
3. Burning Stove + Hob
4. Luxury Shower
5. High Quality Compost Toilet
6. Basin
7. Entrance via folding staircase
8. Folding tripod legs

1. Custom Bed and Mattress
2. Sliding Ladder to First Floor
3. Panoramic views out

Innovation

Hospitality

The little dragon pod consists of three major elements : The folding tripod legs
allowing for easy transport, stability and a light touch on the landscape, the main
cyclindrical shingle coated accommodation shell, and a functional plywood box
containing folding solar panels, door, stairs and interior sliding ladder, allowing
access to the first floor.

The little dragon pod is a high-quality, self-contained glamping unit. The vertical layout
allows for an efficient and fun use of space simultaneously creating light and airy spaces.
Easily transportable, the little dragon pod is suitable for any location, ideal for a unique
mobile hotel.
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Indicative Section

Indicative Development Elevation

History

Landscape

The little dragon pod is rooted in Welsh history and legend. The glamping unit
combines some of Wales’ most historic themes; the legendary Welsh dragon, the
industrial heritage of mining and celtic knotwork. This exciting and unique design
draws the world’s attention on the wealth of what Wales has to offer.

A hardy and contextual scaly shingle exterior creates a raw and natural aesthetic, whilst
the three mechanical legs allow the pod to adapt to the lay of the land, and echo Welsh
Industrial heritage. Panoramic glazing at both levels provides for magnificent views
across the Welsh landscape.

. . . draig ychydig (little dragon)
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1. Entrance via folding staircase for ground floor access
2. Living area
3. Sleeping area
4. Luxury bathroom including shower, basin and compost toilet
5. Hob/ Wood burning stove centrally located
6. Panoramic views out across the Welsh Landscape
7. Folding tripod legs (adjustable to landscape)
8. Green roof (location specific)
9. Timber shingles, locally sourced from within Wales
10. Super insulated fabric for energy efficiency
11. Birch plywood interior cladding
12. Two Folding 700 x 1000mm solar panels

CUSTOM BUILD
GET READY, GET SET, GO…
WITH OUR PLANNERS AND URBAN DESIGNERS MONITORING AND TESTING
THE CHANGING LEGISLATION AND POLICIES, AND OUR ARCHITECTS
DEVELOPING THE PART PRE-FABRICATED CUSTOM AND SELF-BUILD ‘SNUG’
HOME WITH ECOMOTIVE, IT FEELS AS THOUGH THE CUSTOM BUILD AGENDA
HAS STEADILY EASED ITSELF INTO THE BARTON WILLMORE WORLD
OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS. AND WE ARE BY NO MEANS ALONE IN THIS,
AS MANY OF US IN THE DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY HAVE BEEN TAKING A
GROWING INTEREST IN THE DIFFERENT WAYS WE MIGHT BUILD HOUSES.

IGLOO’S
HEARTLANDS
PROJECT IN CORNWALL
RECENTLY WON “BEST
CUSTOM BUILD PROJECT”
AT THE 2016 HOUSING
DESIGN AWARDS.
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In September last year, the Government
announced a £3bn housebuilding fund,
to back modular construction schemes.
December then brought news of housing
association ‘Your Housing’ entering into a
£2.5bn joint venture aimed at developing
25,000 modular homes by 2022. And today
we see Communities Secretary Sajid Javid
visit large-scale custom and self build
community in Almere, The Netherlands.
Interest and demand continues to rise in
modular and custom build and when you look
at the benefits it’s not surprising. Increased
speed of delivery and lower costs could
categorically help solve the housing crisis,
plugging market demand gaps (affordable
homes, first time homes) and solving at least
some of our skills shortage challenges. The
sustainability, flexibility and customisation
that such homes could provide also ticks the
‘market demand’ boxes, whilst the diversity
and creativity that such communities
could go on to provide (as we see in many
other countries), would deliver the unique
buy-in, sense of place and commitment
to community that we are all striving for.
Amongst the general public, interest and
demand is also increasing, with more than
half of Britain’s population liking the idea of
building their own home*, while in January
2017 NaCSBA announced that some 18,000
people have signed the Self Build register.
The demand is evident, but are we prepared
to fully maximise the potential that modular,
self and custom build can provide?
Are we really ‘ready to go’?
Planning policies and recent legislation such
as the Self-Build and Custom Housebuilding
Act have certainly started to empower
local authorities and self-builders to work
together, with many taking their lead from
pioneering authorities such as Dartmoor
and Exmoor National Park Authorities and
Shropshire Council. Alongside this some
local authorities are also starting to develop
their own policies (for example Teignbridge

65 sqm and under
£50k the ‘SNUG’
home won the NaCSBA
‘Starter Home on a
Shoestring’ competition in
October 2016.

in Devon, see details overleaf). These vary
in their application, from requiring strategic
housing sites (normally of around 100 or
more) to provide a percentage of serviced
plots for custom and self-builders, or
enabling policies that permit custom build
development in locations that wouldn’t
otherwise be permitted. In tandem to this,
we have also seen custom build developers/
enablers such as igloo purchasing sites
from the open market, to deliver standalone
schemes of around this scale. But do we need
to be planning and thinking bigger?
At the Right to Build Expo in December,
Cherwell District Council presented their
Graven Hill scheme, one of the ‘UK’s largest
and most innovative custom build site’. The
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* NaCSBA’s Ipsos MORI
survey, 2015

1,900 mixed tenure home development
certainly is impressive, but where is the
next Graven Hill and what is stopping us
from going larger?
Joining the collective of speakers at the
Expo, our Planning Partner, Robin Shepherd
highlighted the need for the UK to be
ambitious. He summed up the current issue
as follows: “If we were to use the ‘Teignbridge
Policy’ example across the country, we
would see just 1,750 self and custom build
homes delivered against the Government’s
overall Housing target of 250k homes a year.
That’s just five homes per local planning
authority. If we based this on actual national
completions of around 140k homes this
figures drops to just 980 homes across
England.
“To meet the Government’s target to double
custom and self-build output to 20,000
homes per year, we need each local authority
to deliver an average of 500-1,000 custom
and self-build homes in their 20 year plan
periods, and this is where we can see
strategic sites assisting.”

Jon Sawyer, Head of Custom Build at
igloo and Board Member of the National
Custom and Self Build Association says:

“

Custom build appeals to a different
group of people to those that typically
buy new homes today. They want to
put their personality into their home
and might currently buy a Victorian
semi and adapt it to meet their vision.
As a result, custom build can work
well alongside volume housebuilding
to speed up housing delivery. People
who have invested in designing their
own home are also likely to lay down
roots for longer and form stronger
communities.

”

How do we meet the ambition?
Our planning system is currently supply
blind, it is hard for us to differentiate
between a self-built home and a volume-built
one. Planning officers and consultants need
to be confident that their policies and advice
will be upheld and enshrined in National

Teignbridge District Council Custom and Self Build Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) was adopted in July 2016 and sets out the council’s objectives
and expectations in delivering custom and self-build housing. Sites of more than
20 homes have to provide at least 5% of housing plots for sale to custom builders.
The SPD covers several important areas:
• Delivery of serviced self-build plots on large sites
• The conditions under which developers can provide self build plots that also
satisfy affordable housing policy (including the use of rural exception sites)
• Requirements where plots are to be delivered off-site
• Standard clauses to be included in Section 106 Agreements
• Requirements for marketing strategies and the use of plot passports
• The use of Design Codes and Local Development Orders.
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Policy. Recent amendments to legislation
and guidance that “we must have regard to
the needs of custom builders”, is a step in
the right direction, but will not deliver the
number of custom build homes we need.
So what needs to be done? While we have
seen that local leaders such as Cherwell
Council can push the opportunity, we still
need national government to continue to
drive this agenda primarily through two key
initiatives:
1. Education: Custom build is not the reserve
of the capital rich, nor does it have to be an
architectural masterpiece nestled in an area

of outstanding natural beauty. Custom build
is simply applying a concept that is critical
to many other industries; customer choice.
When buying a car, we have an immense
choice of models, within which there is scope
for further personalisation such as styling,
interiors, colours, technology etc. The same
goes for clothing, computers, phones and
many other items. Why can’t we have the
same with our homes? These can be basic
tweaks to internal finishes and fittings,
to more fundamental layout and window
choices. A national information campaign
aimed at demonstrating this choice is a key
first step and could help people understand

A ROADMAP:
MEETING THE
AMBITION
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there is a way to achieve a home that meets
their needs more fully.
2. National policies: These can help level the
playing field and make it easier for planners
to identify the best strategic sites for these
much needed (and wanted) custom build
homes. Not every landowner or promoter is
going to want to bring forward custom build
and national polices need to recognise this.
A robust local evidence base undertaken
on a nationally set methodology could be
driven through national policies, to ensure
a framework is in place for local councils
in terms of evidencing the need for custom
builders (for example through housing
market assessments) and consequently for
local plans to contain policies specifying
custom build on certain sites or at certain
volumes. Once these changes to national
policy have taken place, the focus needs to
be on acting at a local level. Local Plans need
to be robust, supported by a housing market
assessment that identifies an objectively
assessed need for custom build alongside a
robust and live custom build register.
Finally, we believe in action on a site level to
translate this local demand into deliverable
custom build homes. Private and public

At the Right to Build Expo, NaCSBA
reaffirmed its intention to launch
a Right to Build Expert Task Force
early in 2017, to help councils,
housing associations, community
groups and other project promoters
with further details to follow soon
on the righttobuildportal.org.

Our custom build pioneers

ROBIN SHEPHERD
PLANNING PARTNER
robin.shepherd@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

BARRY WILLIAMS
URBAN DESIGN
ASSOCIATE
barry.williams@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

ALEXANDER DUTTON
ARCHITECTURE
& URBAN DESIGN
ASSOCIATE
alexander.dutton@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

TOM RICE
SENIOR PLANNER
tom.rice@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

landowners can be key to the solution by
releasing their land for custom build housing,
realising that not only is there a strong and
evidenced policy requirement to do so, but
also because it can deliver so many benefits,
including competitive returns.
Our roadmap highlights our thinking in more
detail, and hopefully we can work with many
of you on this major growth opportunity in
coming years.
Find out more about our thinking to date:
http://bit.ly/2lBuiMN
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2016 - THE YEAR OF THE
HIGH COURT JUDGEMENT
2017 - MORE OF THE SAME?
March 2016 saw the Richborough/Hopkins
Homes Court of Appeal ruling provide
assistance in determining what comprised a
‘policy for the supply of housing’. Whilst the
ruling was extremely useful to the industry,
this decision will now be played out in
the Supreme Court in 2017 and it was an
ominous beginning as far as increasing use
of the courts in determining planning policy.
Planning Partner, Kathryn Ventham, who
spent much of late 2016 at Public Inquiries,
provides us with some clarity on the
significance of many of these Judgements.

as it has evolved, almost every line has been
dissected by the courts so you need a bible
of High Court Judgements sitting alongside,
never mind the difficult to use extensive
companion document, the Planning Practice
Guidance.

“My last few months of 2016 were dominated
by Public Inquiry work, ploughing through
a myriad of High Court and Court of Appeal
Judgements which changed the way in
which evidence should be given/written on
an almost daily basis. Indeed, during my
final two cases of the year, the Judgements
changed the thread of arguments for both
sides between the evidence being written
and its cross-examination. A hefty challenge
for everyone as evidence in some cases was
immediately rendered out of date.

In 2015, the High Court1 ruled that there
was a general presumption in favour of
sustainable development within the NPPF
and that this applied outside the confines
of paragraph 14 (known as the ‘Wychavon
decision’). But what did this mean in
practice? It meant that even if there was
an up-to-date Local Plan (and you were
not in accordance with this) and a five year
housing land supply could be demonstrated,
your scheme could still benefit from a
wider presumption in favour of sustainable
development. Naturally for those of us trying
to get schemes through to meet a national
housing shortfall, this interpretation was
extremely helpful, and whilst there are
two sides to every argument, the thinking
certainly fits with the overarching way in
which the NPPF has been drafted.

I am however going to have a go at
dispensing with the ‘lawyer speak’, to see
if I can bring some clarity on what these
Judgements actually mean.
Back in 2012, the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) was published as a slimline, easy to use document. Unfortunately,

The key aspect of the NPPF is a ‘presumption
in favour of sustainable development’ –
indeed this features 12 times throughout
the document. The main area however is the
often quoted paragraph 14 which sets out a
planning balance test.
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In November 2016 however, two Judgements interpretation of the NPPF when read as a
were issued which took an opposing view.
whole. It never said that the ‘presumption’
The first was a Judgment2 issued in relation
somehow trumped the Development Plan
to a case in East Staffordshire, where an
or reduced the weight to be given to the
Inspector had utilised this aforementioned
Development Plan, it just gave a greater kick
Wychavon decision logic. The Courts
in the right direction to suitable, sensible and
ruled that this was a mis-interpretation
sustainable sites.
of the NPPF and therefore the Inspector’s
If you’re still with me, I would like to flag one
judgement was flawed. In this case, the
other Judgement which was perhaps a little
Judge effectively concluded that there
under the radar. In October 2016, a Judgement
was no broader presumption in favour
was handed down in relation to the preparation
of sustainable development outside of
and examination of Neighbourhood Plans3.
paragraph 14 of the NPPF. In reaching this
In this case, the Henfield
decision, the Judge also
Neighbourhood Plan was
granted leave to go to the
quashed, in part due to
Court of Appeal, noting
inadequate assessment
HOPEFULLY
this was a contrary view to
of alternative options and
THE
JUDGEMENT
IN
the Wychavon Judgement.
due to inaccuracies in
RELATION TO THE
presentation of material
Three days later we saw
PREPARATION AND
upon which the SA/SEA was
another Judgement
EXAMINATION OF
based. I think most would
handed down on the same
NEIGHBOURHOOD
agree that Neighbourhood
subject, albeit in this case
PLANS WILL ENSURE
Plan (NP) preparation and
the Judge had the benefit
THE INTRODUCTION OF
examinations (if the latter
of opposing Judgements
A MORE THOROUGH,
are held at all) have been
when considering his
ROBUST AND
relatively light touch and
decision. Whilst he looked
TRANSPARENT
there is certainly a huge gulf
at a number of matters, he
PROCESS.
between the rigorous way
also concluded that there
sites are tested for Local
was no wider presumption
Plan promotion and the
in favour of sustainable
assessment for NP purposes. Hopefully this
development outside of paragraph 14 (i.e. he
sided with the East Staffordshire judgement). judgement will ensure the introduction of a
more thorough, robust and transparent process
So where does this leave us? Well, if there is
here, and it’s definitely a ruling to have to hand
an up-to-date Local Plan and there is a five
when you’re involved with a NP, which ever
year supply of housing land, as it currently
side of the fence you’re on.
stands, your scheme does not benefit
Unfortunately, I suspect 2017 could be equally
from a general presumption in favour of
dominated by High Court judgements with
sustainable development and you are in the
the Supreme Court sitting for Richborough/
world of what is described as an ‘ordinary
Hopkins Homes in February 2017 (dealing
planning balance’ i.e. decisions should be
with what exactly is meant by ‘policies for the
in accordance with the Development Plan,
supply of housing’) and the challenge to the
unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. So in reality, you now have quite a Written Ministerial Statement surrounding
NPs and a new ‘three year housing land supply
high hurdle to leap.
test’.
As someone who promotes rather than
opposes development, I liked the original
And then of course, we have The Housing
Wychavon decision. It seemed like a sensible White Paper…...

“

”
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(Coulson J) (Wychavon
District Council v SSCLG &
Crown House Developments
Ltd [2016] EWHC 592 (Admin)

1

(Green J) handed down in
relation to East Staffordshire
Borough Council v SSCLG &
Barwood Strategic Land LLP
[2016] EWHC 2973 (Admin)

2

(Stonegate Homes Limited
and Littleworth Properties Ltd)
v. Horsham District Council
and Henfield Parish Council
[2016] EWHC 2512 (Admin).
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INNOVATION DISTRICTS
A SOLUTION FOR THE UK?
THE UK HAS A THRIVING KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY, AS HIGHLIGHTED
IN THE GOVERNMENT’S LATEST INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY, WITH
PIPELINE PROJECTS FAR OUTSTRIPPING THEIR EUROPEAN
COUNTERPARTS. THE UK’S KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY IS IN FACT
RANKED THIRD GLOBALLY, BEHIND ONLY CALIFORNIA AND BOSTON,
THANKS TO A UNIQUE COMBINATION OF TALENT, SCIENCE AND
BUSINESS, SUPPORTED BY A FAVOURABLE FISCAL ENVIRONMENT.

As global uncertainty looms over the UK’s
imminent exit from Europe, the sector faces
new challenges in the years ahead. The
conditions domestically must be optimised
to allow the industry the best chance of
success. Whilst our Universities continue
to attract and provide a constant supply of
talent needed to fuel this sector, retaining
this talent relies on providing housing for
often more transient workers. Yet this is in
short supply and transport infrastructure is
suffering from years of underinvestment.
With this in mind, we have been looking at
solutions within the built environment that
play to the strengths of knowledge-based
clustering, whilst removing reliance on
our ailing transport infrastructure and the
traditional housebuilding model. A concept
developed in the US, known as ‘Innovation
Districts’, could be one potential opportunity.
Defined as geographic areas where leading

edge anchor institutions and companies
cluster and connect with start-ups
and business incubators, Innovation
Districts are designed to attract, retain
and cultivate talent by providing an
environment in which to live, work and
play, offering walkable neighbourhoods
where flexible and mixed tenure homes,
jobs and amenities intermix. This
environment enables informal community
networks and research environments to
mix, fostering and nurturing a culture
of innovation. Similar principals can be
seen throughout Europe in places such as
The Hague and Grenoble which although
not developed as Innovation Districts, have
evolved to become integrated knowledge
clusters showcasing a live-work-play
lifestyle.
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“

INNOVATION
DISTRICTS ARE
DESIGNED TO
ATTRACT, RETAIN
AND CULTIVATE
TALENT BY
PROVIDING AN
ENVIRONMENT IN
WHICH TO LIVE,
WORK AND PLAY.

”

Principles of Innovation Districts
Innovation Districts can be site specific,
local to a hub city, or regional where
several towns, cities and industries work
collectively and as such can be considered
as a set of principles which include:
• Proximity to knowledge sharing and
complementary activities from R&D
through to supply chain support.
• Linking universities, global firms, SMEs
and financial institutions, attracting
a constant supply of talent from
around the world, creating the optimal
conditions for global firms and start-up
innovators alike to establish and grow.
• Opportunities for knowledge-sharing
and socialising, whether it is at coffee
shops, lecture theatres or public open
spaces, allowing cross-fertilisation of
ideas, knowledge and contacts.
• Placemaking – high quality, affordable
and mixed tenure homes, with health
and lifestyle opportunities at its core,
catering for young people and families,
either on or near the campus.

CASE STUDY
Cambridge v Boston

Our Cambridge team explore Innovation
Districts across the pond….
Cambridge has grown spectacularly and
now has 14 companies that are valued at
more than one billion dollars. The City’s
economic success is mostly attributed to
the relationship between its world-leading
University and world-class biotechnology
clusters. The ability to attract the
best talent from across the UK and
internationally is critical to its success,
yet constraints of housing and transport
infrastructure are proving to be a barrier.
Considering these challenges, our
team visited two Innovation Districts
in Boston, USA: Kendall Square and
South Boston Waterfront, meeting key
stakeholders in the schemes, including
the Boston Planning and Development
Agency, Cambridge City Council, Harvard
University, and start-ups located in
Kendall Square, to understand what these
locations might teach us.

• Day and night activities to drive the
social and economic dynamics of
placemaking, such as entertainment,
food and drink and cultural
opportunities seven days a week.
• Connectivity between parks and
knowledge intensive zones to maximise
inter/intra-clustering opportunities.
• Public transport links, providing quick
and easy access to major regional
city centres and convenient access
to airports serving European and
international hubs.
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Kendall Square
Background: Now 30 years in the making, Kendall Square
is a well-known Innovation District, having previously
consisted of commuter car parks. Occupiers include Yahoo,
Amazon, Microsoft and Google.
Successes: Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
has been critical to Kendall Square as it offers research and
innovation credibility as well as recruitment appeal, which
is important given the flow of graduates companies rely on.
Ryan Chin, Founder of a company who build self-driving
cars, provided insight into why he located his offices here,
describing “an ‘ecosystem’ providing opportunities for tech
entrepreneurs to collaborate and inspire each other.” Add
to this the proximity of funding through venture capital
firms and social opportunities such as ‘Venture Cafes’ and
you have a potent mix.

Lessons learnt: The district includes public open spaces,
entertainment, restaurants and coffee shops, yet homes
are more of a challenge. The authorities appear to be
facing similar housing supply challenges to knowledge
cities in the UK, with an integrated housing strategy
appearing to be secondary to commercial elements. This
is a key lesson for the UK, as a community feel, embedded
from the start, is essential. The local authority was
considering new ways to tackle the issue of affordability
retrospectively, such as applying a charge to new
commercial development (per sqft) to fund affordable
housing elsewhere in the City. The challenge will
therefore be one of proximity of housing to harness the
opportunities of clustering.

Boston Waterfront
Background: Now characterised by large office and
apartment blocks and harbour-front restaurants, Boston
Waterfront had developed into a thriving port following
WW2, but gradually declined to become a large carpark.
After the success of Kendall Square, the Boston Planning
and Development Agency, with the Mayor, sought to
regenerate the site using Innovation District principles.
Successes: Unique to the Boston Waterfront is the
District Hall, a dedicated gathering space for ‘innovators’
where entrepreneurs can network/meet investors in an
informal setting with spaces for hire, seating areas and a
buzz of people. Also unique to the scheme, and perhaps
in response to a lack of anchor institution, the Boston
Planning and Development Agency employs ‘community

brokers’, who integrate into the community to build
connections with entrepreneurs.
Lessons Learnt: Although the area has undoubtedly
changed, the regeneration process is clearly ongoing.
Offices and apartments were separated by freeways and
numerous vacant lots and carparks, making it difficult for
pedestrians to explore the area and examples of the public
open spaces and retail uses were limited. Unlike Kendall
Square which is closely linked to MIT, Boston Waterfront
has started a brand new Innovation District. This lack
of link to a host institution at times made it difficult to
distinguish between an Innovation District and a typical
mixed use development. The question therefore arises as
to how critical a host/anchor is.
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A SOLUTION FOR THE UK?
When it comes to commercial and residential
uses, the UK has historically taken a one-orthe-other approach. As a result, many leading
businesses operate from out-of-town science
and business parks which can offer little
in the way of an integrated live-work-play
environment. Often with an ageing building
stock, inward and isolated designs and
separated from important facilities such as
schools and doctors, science parks struggle
to support wider facilities like hotels, shops,
gyms, sports provision and do not provide an
environment for collaboration or innovation.
Public transport connections frequently
remain poor meaning that private cars
dominate commuter traffic.
Innovation Districts have the potential to
integrate science parks with residential
areas and help bring forward much needed
facilities in a more vibrant live-work-play
environment that may be more resilient
to change. So how do we ensure that
any future development of this kind is
contributing positively? Experiences in
the USA demonstrate that the cultural
and placemaking aspects as well as high
quality, mixed tenure homes are difficult
to achieve, however they remain key to
success. Leveraging from existing research
institutions will prove far easier than starting
with nothing and proximity to an existing
knowledge economy is also critical. So
while much is dependant based on these
institutional links and existing communities,
when thinking about the planning and
design of Innovation Districts in the UK, the
following themes arise:

Integration – For interaction to thrive how
do we ensure that Innovation Districts
are outward-looking and truly integrated
without a defining boundary? Can this
still offer security for major employers?
Understanding what distinguishes an
Innovation District from a simple mixed
use development is essential, to ensure
collaboration between businesses and
institutions. Ensuring these districts are
24-hour destinations with amenities,
housing and social elements will be key to
their success.

Shared spaces – How do you capture
the vibrancy that defines innovation
districts? Is it merely shared work and
social spaces that create a knowledge hub
feel? Currently in the UK, institutions and
Universities own many such spaces, and
even in Boston Waterfront, they were often
gated. Could this be a key lesson for the
UK, where we are potentially better placed
with legal agreements and conditions?

Target audience – Should a scheme
house families or will it target young
urbanites? The examples we saw in the
USA had little family living, conducive
to a more transient population. Whoever
the target is, simply designing a home
big enough for them is unlikely to
provide the cultural or social assets
that would attract high calibre talent.
Are independent cafés/work spaces a
good start? How do you plan in cultural
events, support networks and facilities/
spaces, that the community can shape
to foster networking and collaboration,
encouraging entrepreneurship?
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“

INNOVATION
DISTRICT
PRINCIPLES ARE
POTENTIALLY A
VALUABLE WAY OF
DRIVING SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH THROUGH
EFFECTIVE
PLACEMAKING AND
CLUSTERING.

”

Density – How should the development
balance the provision of open space
and commercial/residential uses in line
with the target residents? What are the
considerations for communities that are
attractive in design terms? Investment in
public realm early in the development will
ensure that density and the right form of
public realm can both be achieved.

The concept and planning of Innovation
Districts should not be focused on defined
boundaries. A district could span multiple
innovation clusters, towns and cities or be
a major new complex. Across the world,
there is a considerable variation in how
the principles have been applied to date.
New build districts still in their infancy
such as at Boston Waterfront have a very
different feel compared to places like the
Hague and Grenoble which have evolved to
become huge knowledge economy centres,
integrated with their wider communities.

Transport infrastructure – Getting in,
out and around any place should be as
streamlined as possible to attract people
to live and work, therefore planning and
funding this from the outset in both new
and regeneration schemes would be vital.
This is particularly important in the context
of knowledge economy industries, given the
increasing need for the UK to compete on
the world stage, as the talent pool in such
industries is highly mobile. How do we ease
congestion and ensure fast train links to
London, airports and potentially other hubs?

Innovation District principles are
potentially a valuable way of driving
social and economic growth through
effective placemaking and clustering of
academic institutions and businesses. They
undoubtedly have a role to play in providing
homes to support the economy, but more
importantly, could provide a sustainable
solution to attracting and retaining a
critical flow of talent that aspires to live
and work in one location. There lies the
challenge: to create a sense of place,
involving high quality design principles, at
an affordable cost that can be a sustainable
living and working community of the future.

Governance – Who leads on such schemes?
Is it the council, a developer, research
community? Each strand has different
interests and it is rare that people truly work
in partnership, but is this a requirement? Is
there a role for Local Development Orders
in this? The role of a champion institution
could be key to leading a development
consortium to provide a housing and use
mix alongside the council and LEPs.

Our planning of towns and cities should
seek to identify where Innovation Districts
can be created to foster and grow the
knowledge economy. New Garden Villages,
Towns and Cities are already being
planned, and maybe this is the time to truly
look for opportunities to integrate people,
innovation and business.

Affordability - Can employers have a
stake in the housing to offer employees
discounted rents? What is needed from
the councils and planners to help? Would
Enterprise Zones be appropriate?
13

For more information
speak to:

GARETH WILSON
PARTNER
gareth.wilson@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

ROBIN SHEPHERD
PARTNER
robin.shepherd@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

CAROLYN ORGAN
PLANNING ASSOCIATE
carolyn.organ@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

WHAT MAKES A
SUCCESSFUL OFFICE
REFURBISHMENT?

Image courtesy of JLL

AS SUSTAINABILITY RISES UP THE AGENDA FOR ALL COMPANIES, AND
NEW OFFICE DEVELOPMENT DELIVERY IS ONCE AGAIN ON THE RISE
ACROSS MUCH OF THE UK, THE IMPORTANCE OF GOOD REFURBISHMENT
APPROACHES HAS NEVER BEEN MORE PREVALENT. EXISTING BUILDINGS
IN SOUGHT-AFTER LOCATIONS SUCH AS CITY CENTRES AND WITHIN CLOSE
PROXIMITY TO EXCELLENT TRANSPORT LINKS, PROVIDE A FANTASTIC
OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE HIGHLY SUSTAINABLE, PROFITABLE BUILDINGS.
NOT ONLY THAT BUT THE DELIVERY OF SUCH SCHEMES IS QUICKER AND
MORE COST EFFECTIVE TO COMPLETE THAN STARTING FROM SCRATCH.
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Here, we find out from our Architects what
they think are the key elements in creating
a successful office refurb, based on some
recent experience.
“Refurbishments and Defurbishments
provide the opportunity to create sustainable
and energy efficient buildings. Our recent
work on 9 Greyfriars in Reading achieved
BREEAM Outstanding and an EPC rating
of A. For the defurbishment of 31 Great
George Street in Bristol, we designed and
installed a passive stack ventilation strategy
as part of a mixed mode heating and cooling
solution, while low energy LED lighting with
building-wide digital lighting control systems
offered significant reductions in energy
consumption. As part of the design phase, we
also assessed travel patterns. Located within
the ‘Bristol Cycling City’ area, the existing
on-site car parking was reduced to provide
enhanced facilities for cyclists, runners
and skateboarders, incorporating bespoke
drying areas and a heating/cooling system

for increased comfort.” Martin Denley,
Architectural Associate.
“As the growing popularity and frequency
of working from home or different locations
increases, so does the need for a dynamic
environment which can change with a
business, meaning flexibility is key. Having
‘break out’ and multi-functional spaces
has become a key feature in offices in
order to motivate and improve employees’
productivity. As technology increases
mobility and flexibility in the way we
work, the work spaces we design need
to reflect that, utilising the space to its
full potential. These spaces can cater to
changing workflows, collaboration and
daily movement. At 31 Great George Street,
occupancy level studies and agile working
practices enabled a fresh approach to design,
freeing up space for flexible floorplates and
workplaces to futureproof against emerging
working trends and lifestyles.” Tom Macklen,
Architectural Associate.

MARTIN DENLEY
ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATE
martin.denley@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

TOM MACKLEN
ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATE
tom.macklen@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

Image courtesy of JLL

31 GREAT
GEORGE
STREET
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“As flexible working increases, so does the
need for an office to offer an attractive,
modern, light and inspiring workspace.
Companies need their workspace to be
reflective of the company’s culture and to act
as places of collaboration and connection; as
a ‘touch point’ for employees. Natural, light,
spacious and clutter-free layouts, whether in
new builds or refurbishments, often help to
improve employees’ welfare, productivity and
creativity. In existing buildings, structural
form can at times hamper this, but it is
crucial that the proposed design tackles
this. The refurbishment at 9 Greyfriars reused 99% of its original structure, retaining
the main structure and foundation of the
building, whilst introducing the new glazed
elevations. By creating a front-to-back
access arrangement on the ground floor and
retaining a centralised spine core efficiency
has been maintained with and daylight to

the reception entrance maximised. The
use of colour and materials in the common
areas flow throughout these areas, providing
a fully considered and integrated feel to
the building.” Romy Panesar Architectural
Associate.
Refurbishments can be a challenge, as they
can present restrictions and limitations to
what you can do. However, they can also
offer existing character and perception in
a city. They can pose an interesting and
exciting challenge which enables designers
to create innovative and responsive designs
to an existing foundation. A refurbishment
provides the opportunity to inject new
life into an existing structure, resulting
in an injection of creativity, productivity
and increased sense of well-being to the
employees based there. A win-win for all.

ROMY PANESAR
ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATE
romy.panesar@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

9
GREYFRIARS,
READING
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FIRST LIFE,
THEN SPACES,
THEN BUILDINGS
JAN GEHL, THE DANISH URBAN DESIGNER, AND MORE RECENTLY A
COLLABORATIVE ESSAY PUBLISHED BY LDA AND ST WILLIAM DISCUSS
THE SIMPLE YET SO OFTEN OVERLOOKED APPROACH TO THE CREATION
OF NEW PLACES ,THAT PUTS PEOPLE AND COMMUNITY FIRST.

At the very heart of our Landscape Design
team’s approach is creating places where
people belong, places that understand the
needs of their users, from millennials on a
university campus to homes for oldsters.
Understand these needs first, then propose
spaces which support these needs: a space
for a community of creative types to display

their work in an ever-changing external
urban gallery; a sunny evening spot for a
barbeque around which a community starts
to form. Yes, buildings (and great buildings
at that) are critical for the success of a
masterplan but only by putting people first
can you truly realise the potential offered
by a site to deliver great place.
DESIGN HIGHLIGHT

T H E C H O C O L AT E FA C T O R

THE CHO
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THE CHO

Invite the outside world: The wider world is
attracted to the quarter to see the creative products
and enjoy the cultural and social environment.

cultural
quarter
in North
A fictional
tale that highlights
whatLondon.
is sought from a Cultural Quarter, an environment that
encourages and nurtures interaction, dynamism and creativity.
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The Inner creative Core: The core to a
Cultural Quarter
is its
creative
inhabitants
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TIME=MONEY
A Civic Square. Whether it’s
just 40 people, or 40,000
football fans, Royal Elm
Park, Reading has flexibility
at the heart of its space.
A space that encourages
people to arrive early and
dwell late after an event; a
place that is an arena for
celebration yet one that
also remembers to provide
comfortable seating in a
warm sunny spot. It’s a
space that has the potential
to turn development into
community.

MATCH AT MADEJSKI TODAY

Kick Off

Half Time

Full Time

15:00
09:00
TIME

11:00

13:00

15:00

Kick Off

Quantum of People @ Stadium Park

Low

17:00

19:00

21:00

23:00

MATCH AT MADEJSKI POTENTIAL

Half Time

Full Time

Activities @ Stadium Park

High

Visit Play Visit Meet Pub
Landmark
Park

DESIGN HIGHLIGHT

Eat Skate Bar CoffeeHotel Watch
Sport

A University Campus. Our competition winning proposals
to remake the main campus for Reading University put the
users of the space first. Shaped around these users a series
of distinct but interlinked spaces emerge. A new University
Square for gatherings and celebrations; a reading garden
attached to the remodelled library and a terrace outside the
Students Union. A place for the students to call their own.

Landscape, meaning
Land [land] 1. ‘home territory’; a place where
people belong (from Old English)
scape [skeyp] 1. to create (from Old English)

To find out more visit www.bartonwillmore.co.uk/
Services/Landscape-Design

JOHN HAXWORTH
PARTNER
john.haxworth@
bartonwillmore.co.uk
DESIGN HIGHLIGHT

ALEX COMRIE
LANDSCAPE DIRECTOR
alex.comrie@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

RICHARD WEBB
LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATE
richard.webb@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

OUR VISION FOR
THAMES ESTUARY 2050
Huw Edwards, Partner; Andrew Wilford, Planning Director;
James Donagh, Research Director
THE THAMES ESTUARY 2050 GROWTH COMMISSION WAS ANNOUNCED
LAST YEAR AND HAS BEEN TASKED WITH DEVELOPING AN AMBITIOUS
VISION AND DELIVERY PLAN FOR NORTH KENT, SOUTH ESSEX AND EAST
LONDON UP TO 2050. AS WITH THE “NORTHERN POWERHOUSE” AND
THE “WEST MIDLANDS ENGINE”, THE THAMES ESTUARY NOT ONLY HAS
STRATEGIC RELEVANCE TO PROVIDE THE UK WITH ECONOMIC STABILITY
BUT IS ALSO THE GATEWAY TO LONDON AND THE SOUTH EAST.

Building on the momentum of major regional
investments such as HS1 and Ebbsfleet
Garden City, the Growth Commission, led by
Lord Heseltine, aims to create an ambitious
plan for the next 35 years with the following
objectives:
• Create high-productivity clusters
• Increase connectivity
• Create new homes and communities
• Secure investment
• Harness innovation in the built environment
• Putting it together: Centres of excellence

Inspired by this aim for high quality growth,
our recent response to their call for ideas
presented six layers of spatial analysis.
We looked closely at physical constraints,
connectivity, skills, influence and deprivation.
When combined, these filters enabled us
to identify growth hotspots in the Thames
Estuary, demonstrating how this kind of
technique can assist in identifying the best
placed opportunity areas to focus investment
in transport. In particular, our analysis
highlighted the very significant opportunity
presented by the eastern parts of the Thames
Estuary and the potential opportunity for a
new Garden City in Thanet.
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1. Constraints
When looking at land constraints in the
region, Green Belt across South Essex and
western North Kent, together with major
constraints (AONB, SSSI and Floodzone
3) limit new large scale development
opportunities. However, as the map
shows, this contrasts with large areas of
unconstrained land with no Green Belt
across eastern North Kent.
2. Connectivity
By identifying the main transport routes,
together with those that are being
improved and extended such as Crossrail,
we can identify how further investment,
beyond what is currently scheduled and
fully funded, could help unlock wider
development opportunities.
Rail improvements, for example, to an
expanded Southend Airport, as well as the
extension of a dedicated high speed rail
loop from Ebbsfleet and onto Canterbury,
looping through the proposed Thanet
Parkway, Ramsgate, Margate and across to
Faversham, before returning to Ebbsfleet
and London via the Medway Towns, would
all be highly beneficial.
In addition, motorway upgrades to
Canterbury and across Thanet, linking into
completed improvements to Discovery Park
are also highlighted in our analysis. These
would not only bring Thanet to within one
hour of London but also improve access to
and from Canterbury.
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3. Zones of Influence
By showing the relationship in travel to
work flows between employment centres
and their surroundings, Canterbury’s
significance as the eastern North Kent hub
becomes clear. In particular, it highlights
a strong relationship with the surrounding
towns, from Faversham to Margate and
Ramsgate (and to towns to the south), from
which much of its labour supply is drawn.
4. Skills
One of the Commission’s objectives is
to identify existing focal points for high
productivity clusters. In an initial sift
to identify where these might be, we
combined spatial analysis that identifies
resident skills, alongside the presence of
knowledge intensive services. All of these
combined show that Canterbury and its
surroundings are a particular hot spot.

“

I remember Michael Heseltine’s
original vision from the 1980’s
(albeit whilst studying!), and it is
fantastic to be involved (and located
within) the Thames Estuary today.
Key infrastructure has played a
significant role is getting us to
where we are today, but it also
requires visionary and bold steps
to be taken by central and local
Government for medium and longer
term economic and social benefits.
We look forward to working with all
parties to help achieve this for the
next generations.

”

ANDREW WILFORD, DIRECTOR
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5. Deprivation
To support the improvement of deprived
locations, it is necessary to open up access to
opportunity in these locations. Therefore in
the hotspot analysis that follows in point six,
we’ve weighted towards areas of deprivation
that benefit from proximity to skilled people
and high value businesses in order to gain
maximum benefits.
6. Hot Spots
Drawing all of this together, we were then
able to undertake an informed spatial
analysis of the Thames Estuary using the
following weighting of data:
• 10% Existing infrastructure
• 20% Future confirmed infrastructure
• 30% Potential future infrastructure
• 20% Proximity to workforce (from the
zones of influence analysis)
• 20% Combined analysis of deprivation,
skilled people and high value business
This combined analysis identifies key
hotspots where there is a need to equalise
the activity in the Thames Estuary and ensure
that the eastern extents of South Essex and
North Kent are not overshadowed by those
areas in closest proximity to London.
In this respect, North Kent is less
environmentally constrained and with
Canterbury City as a main focus, Thanet’s
potential to support Canterbury and equalise
the Thames Estuary is significant. An
application for 2,500 homes, employment,
retail, education and open spaces is currently
pending determination at Manston Airport.
Thanet Parkway Station has a planned high
speed connection and Discovery Park (lying
just beyond Thanet) is growing with small to
medium start-ups, and there are aspirations
within the Local Plan to improve the highway
network.
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HUW EDWARDS,
PARTNER
huw.edwards@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

ANDREW WILFORD
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“

The Call for Ideas was a
fantastic initiative to draw together
a collection of thoughts for how
the Thames Estuary can grow. We
can already see the benefits of
improved Public Transport through
HS1/CrossRail and Ebbsfleet
Garden City and how this is shaping
the western part of the Thames
Estuary. We need to ensure the
benefits are spread throughout
the region and we believe Thanet
has great potential. We are
excited to see the Commission’s
recommendations and commitment
to sustainable growth in the
Thames Estuary.

”

HUW EDWARDS, PARTNER

This is just the beginning of what could
be significant opportunities if supported
by major infrastructure upgrades and
Government investment.
The development of Thanet Parkway and
the potential availability of brownfield land
in this location gives rise, in our opinion, to
the opportunity for a new Garden City that
complements and contributes to this region’s
growth, as well as supporting renewal and
sustainable development in Thanet. This
proposition would need to be supported by
improved links, including the extension of the
M2/A2 and the HS1 High Speed service.
Do check out our interactive map online for a more
detailed view of the study. Hopefully this insight will
help to support the Commission’s valuable activity
going forwards.
www.bartonwillmore.co.uk/thames-estuary-2050
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WHY TRANSPORT
ORIENTATED
DEVELOPMENT?
PROMOTING SUSTAINABILITY BY ALIGNING TRANSPORT, LAND-USE
AND DEVELOPMENT DENSITY, TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
(TOD) IS RECOGNISED INTERNATIONALLY AS A BEST PRACTICE
APPROACH TO SUSTAINABLE CITY PLANNING. WE SPEAK TO OUR
INTERNATIONAL TEAM, WHO ARE CURRENTLY LEADING THE WAY
IN TOD IN RIYADH TO HEAR MORE ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE.
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The basic ethos of TOD is that sustainable
travel modes are prioritised and the more
accessible a location, the more intensely it
should be used. This often leads to transport
hubs becoming the focus around which
highly active, compact, walkable, mixed use
city zones and neighbourhoods can develop
in both new places and regeneration/
intensification areas alike.
Although there is no single model for funding
and implementing TOD, its principles of
connectivity, accessibility, density, land
use diversity and quality of built form and
public space drive value through improving
the environment and residents’ quality
of life. Afterall, the human experience of
the city matters – quality, attractiveness,
identity, and safety are all key to creating a
successful place, enabling a modal shift to
more sustainable transport modes and an
increased return on investment. All of this
while encouraging behaviour change towards
sustainable outcomes and stimulating
economic growth.
On top of this, cities that match higher
density employment and residential
development to public transport nodes have
better public transport utilisation (modal
splits) and return on investment. This
encourages a shift in perception of public
transport and the investment potential
associated with it for landowners and
developers.
In practice - Riyadh
Commissioned by the Arriyadh Development
Authority, our team have produced a
comprehensive TOD Strategy for the City of
Riyadh. The aim of the study is to predict the
influence of the new metro system on the
urban structure and growth of the city. The
system will deliver 96 new stations across
six lines with over 180km of track and a
comprehensive dedicated bus network. The
net effects will bring fundamental change to
a city previously reliant on private car usage.

The TOD study aims to identify new forms
of development in close proximity to the
stations encompassing land use, density,
ownership, movement and public realm.
The study is composed of three stages:
1) A best practice review analysed ten
international cities currently implementing
TOD strategies, such as Portland, Los
Angeles, Tokyo and London and compared
their attitudes to funding, design,
regulation, and governance to understand
which mechanisms work best in which
circumstances and how each city measures
success.
2) The classification stage created a TOD
strategy for the city at various levels which
will serve as the basis of a revision to the
Strategic Plan for the city. A Riyadh TOD
classification system has been created
to help achieve the aims of the citywide
strategy and identify potential opportunities
for public and private investment. These were
organised by the urban context and location
within the transport hierarchy, with each
category supporting a different type of TOD.
3) The TOD Urban Design Guidelines will
govern the city’s TOD vision alongside
existing plans and policies. They are a set of
flexible, high level design principles that can
be adapted to each station’s context, which
can respond to changing socio-economic
circumstances and market conditions over
time.
Lessons Learnt
Although there is not a single model for TOD,
due to the importance that local context
plays, our experience in these strategies
around the world allowed us to identify
themes and guidelines that arise to help
ensure a successful and viable strategy:
Governance: Successful cities tend to have a
strong vision championing the achievement
of long term TOD objectives and need to
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present a compelling long term strategy with
well communicated benefits to land owners,
developers and local communities. Financing,
governance and regulatory structures should
be aligned to achieve the broader goals of the
city.

Land Ownership: A strategy for land
acquisition or consolidation is needed
where TOD opportunities span multiple
ownerships, in order to deliver TOD on
their land without the need for land
acquisition by the government.

Participation: TOD is pro-development and
is not a disincentive to investment. It should
actively encourage good quality development
at higher densities.

Uses: It is vital to select the most
appropriate mix of uses for an individual
TOD or across a transit corridor to secure
the success of TOD across the city as well
as the viability of the transit network.
Individual TODs should complement not
compete.

Delivery: Coordination of agencies and
stakeholders is crucial to the success of TOD
projects in all cases.
Policy: A strong, enforceable policy system can
enable the private sector to drive economic
development around each TOD or along an
entire corridor, where appropriate, without
compromising the city’s overall strategy.

To see more of our International team’s work, visit
www.bartonwillmore.co.uk/International
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“

COORDINATION
OF AGENCIES AND
STAKEHOLDERS IS
CRUCIAL TO THE
SUCCESS OF TOD
PROJECTS IN ALL
CASES.

”

A LONG TERM VISION FOR
GROWTH AT GLENTRESS
Michael Ward, Urban Design Associate
IN A POST BREXIT 2017, IT HAS NEVER BEEN MORE IMPORTANT
FOR THE UK’S DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY TO UNDERSTAND AND
CLEARLY ARTICULATE THE CONTRIBUTION THEIR PROPOSALS
WILL MAKE TO THE UK ECONOMY. WE ARE ALSO HAVING TO BUILD
UNDERSTANDING AND SUPPORT THROUGH EVER MORE INNOVATIVE
APPROACHES TO ENGAGEMENT. SOME MIGHT THINK THAT THE
LEISURE AND TOURISM INDUSTRY WILL GET A LESS BUMPY RIDE,
GIVEN THE BENEFIT THEIR DEVELOPMENT WILL SURELY BRING,
BUT IT SEEMS THEY FACE THE EXACT SAME CHALLENGES.

Here Michael Ward, Urban Design Associate
in our Edinburgh team, sets out how
their approach to delivering a long term
vision for the expansion of Glentress
(one of the Scottish Borders’ primary
tourist destinations) has secured them
success at the recent Scottish Awards
for Quality in Planning highlighting a
contextual approach to masterplanning and
engagement which helps the understanding
of the wider economic impact this facility
can deliver to the region.
Glentress Forest has unique opportunities
and constraints. Managed by Forestry
Enterprise Scotland (FES), it seeks to blend
their important commercial forestry activities
with wildlife and habitat conservation, while
also providing Scotland’s premier mountain
biking destination. It features some 50 miles
of world class mountain biking trails which

weave their way through the hills. Recent
investment at ‘Glentress Peel’ has proved very
successful, providing a high quality visitor
environment that includes a café, bike shop/
hire, as well as a visitor centre and changing
facilities.
The quality of the offer is reflected in the
scale of its appeal. By 2013 visitor numbers
had increased to around 300,000 per annum
with growth expected to reach around
500,000 per annum in the next five years. As
such, a masterplan was required to avoid an
ad-hoc response to individual opportunities
and ensure that future investment and
development was handled in a coordinated
and location sensitive manner, to deliver the
highest quality visitor experience.
A key consideration was the current length
of visitor stay, not just at Glentress but within
the region. Within the Scottish Borders
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an average visit was 2.2 days in 2015,
effectively a weekend, while at Glentress it
was 0.5 days, with visitors simply arriving
for a short burst of activity and then
leaving. This demonstrated the positive and
negative impact of its proximity to populous
areas such as Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Therefore, to bring maximum economic
benefit, how could the masterplan attract
people for longer stays and how could this
contribute towards attracting people to
stay longer than just a couple of days in the
wider Tweed Valley area?
From our process we have learnt a number
of lessons to carry forward into future
projects spanning all sectors, and I have set
out a few below.

Start Strategic: A Contextual Approach
It was clear that any masterplan developed
for Glentress would need to begin by looking
beyond the perimeter of the forest; to
understand the wider region’s opportunities
to inform our approach. Starting at a macro
scale, we considered Glentress’ role as a key
part of a potential ‘Tweed Valley Strategy’ and
wider, comprehensive tourism destination.
We mapped similar uses/destinations in the
surrounding area, how they all connect, and
the community aspirations for the wider valley.
We identified significant nodes of activity,
connections and areas of further opportunity
throughout the area, informing how our future
development proposals at Glentress could be
complementary and fill the gaps. How could
the masterplan assist with these connections?
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“

There can be no doubt
that the sharper the
visions are for places,
the easier it is to be up
front with communities
right from the outset,
calm unfounded
fears or subsequent
delays. Achieving
success through
clarity, connections,
communication and
confidence.

”

KEVIN STEWART MSP,
SPEAKING AT THE RTPI
SCOTLAND PLANNING
AWARDS 2016.

“

The Glentress
masterplan is a vital
strategic planning tool
for FES which will prove
valuable in ensuring
that Glentress has a
sustainable future where
the needs of the existing
site users, potential new
users and the community
are considered. During
the earlier stages
of the project I was
impressed not only with
how enthusiastic the
Barton Willmore team
were about the project,
but also with the level
of commitment they
showed to ensure that a
robust masterplan was
created.

”

LEONA WILKIE, HEAD
OF ACQUISITIONS &
DEVELOPMENT AT FES

Partnership: Open and Transparent
Engagement
From the outset we developed an approach
that was open and transparent, seeking
to develop ideas and masterplan in a way
that was inclusive, while demonstrating
FES’s desire to support and complement
the existing suppliers and community, not
compete with it. A successful masterplan
process was all about building consensus
around clear objectives, as well as
development principles that were deliverable
and could potentially form planning guidance
for future development.
We developed a programme of engagement
that allowed us to test initial findings and
develop ideas, structured around two distinct

stages; we engaged with stakeholders, the
local community and local businesses in
workshops and public exhibitions, all of
which proved extremely successful. Visit
Scotland and Scottish Enterprise, as well as
a number of local leisure groups were also
key contributors to the process.
Carried out across a six-month period,
this process allowed us to build a strong
consensus relating to a Valley Strategy
and then preferred masterplan option for
Glentress. Those who engaged with the
process, including the Scottish Borders
Council, quickly began to see the benefit as
opposed to the threat of further investment/
development and were even keen to keep
talking beyond our engagement process.
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A long term vision
By focusing on developing a longer-term
vision – a 15-year development timeframe
– we could free people up from their
cautious stance and resistance to change. By
presenting how change over time could lead
to significant benefits for all, we could break
that change down into incremental steps
which people could more easily understand
and support. A long term vision also has
the added benefit of providing a strong
framework for a scheme. By communicating
and agreeing this with the FES, Scottish
Borders Council and wider stakeholders, we

secured support for the proposals that would
provide any investor with reassurance as to
the long term, low risk opportunity available
to them.
Increased certainty secures investment
Given the strong partnership approach and
the extensive engagement process, Scottish
Borders Council adopted the masterplan
as Supplementary Guidance. This was a
significant step and the increased certainty
that it brought has allowed FES to positively
engage with potential investors knowing that
the principle of development in line with the
masterplan will be acceptable.
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The end result
The end result is a clear framework
for growth over the next 15 years. The
development framework and masterplan
provide an indicative view of the development
potential at Glentress; focusing on the
quantum and location of development as well
as its form and crucially its relationship with
the unique landscape.
In total, the masterplan could deliver up to
50,000 sqft of flexible development, offering
largely commercial opportunities such as
hotel or chalet accommodation, retail units,
office space, café/restaurant facilities and
indoor recreation centre as well as public
realm enhancement, an integrated multi-use
path network and specific walking paths
and bike trails. All of this would see the site
grow to become a significant employer and

economic generator within the region,
while still ensuring we deliver a fully
integrated development within this
unique landscape, delivering the highest
quality visitor experience.
The Supplementary Planning Document,
which includes the indicative masterplan,
was adopted by the Scottish Borders
Council in 2016 and has already provided
an invaluable resource for attracting
investment to the Tweed Valley. It has
also already been used to approach
SportScotland and Scottish Enterprise
for funding support.
Going forwards, 2017 certainly looks like
an exciting year for Glentress and the wider
Scottish Borders tourism industry so watch
this space!

Similar projects which may also be of interest
RHS Botanical Gardens – We have recently submitted a hybrid planning
application on behalf of the Royal Horticultural Society to establish a 150+
acre site on the outskirts of Salford. The new garden, which will be known as
RHS Garden Bridgewater is part of the RHS 10 year £160 million investment
programme, will reinvigorate the local listed heritage site of the former Worsley
New Hall, to become one of the largest contemporary gardening projects
in Europe. Planning Director, Vincent Ryan who is leading the project in our
Manchester team said “The project will deliver direct jobs, valuable upskilling
for volunteers, training and apprenticeships as well as improved access to the
regenerative benefits of gardening for a large number of the wider community.”
www.rhs.org.uk/gardens/bridgewater
Reading 2050 Vision – Another example of long term vision development is
currently being driven by our Reading based team. Working closely with the
University of Reading and Reading UK CIC, the economic body for the aspiring
town, our team have spent the last two years consulting with over 21,000 members
of the local and business community on where Reading should be heading. How
can the town build on its existing strengths and a strong economic foundation
to deliver a future that is both ambitious and attractive to future employers and
occupants? Having consulted, the vision formulation is now in its final stages with
a view to being published later this year.
www.livingreading.co.uk/reading-2050
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“

BY FOCUSING
ON DEVELOPING
A LONGER-TERM
VISION – A 15-YEAR
DEVELOPMENT
TIMEFRAME – WE
COULD FREE PEOPLE
UP FROM THEIR
CAUTIOUS STANCE
AND RESISTANCE TO
CHANGE.

”

MEET THE TEAM:
SOUTHAMPTON
THERE AREN’T MANY OFFICES IN THE UK THAT ARE WITHIN A STONE’S
THROW OF A NATIONAL PARK, LABORATORIES HOUSING SOME OF
THE WORLD’S LEADING MARINE SCIENTISTS, THE BUSIEST CRUISE
TERMINAL IN THE UK, THE SECOND LARGEST CONTAINER PORT AND
AN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. FROM OUR RECENTLY OPENED OFFICE
AT THE OCEAN VILLAGE IN SOUTHAMPTON, OUR NEW SOUTH COAST
TEAM CAN’T HELP BUT FEEL EXCITED AS TO WHAT THE FUTURE
HOLDS FOR THE SOUTH COAST. HERE WE TALK TO THE TEAM ABOUT
WHERE THEY SEE GROWTH AND OPPORTUNITY ACROSS THE REGION.
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“We’ve arrived at a great time for
Southampton,” says Robin Shepherd, the
Partner leading the new team. “The city is
seeing a wealth of development, not least
with the newly-opened WestQuay Watermark,
a leisure-led regeneration scheme on the
waterfront for which the Practice secured
consent. Having said that, I can’t help
thinking that Southampton could still utilise
its assets much more, leveraging them to its
advantage. Is this maritime city making the
most of its waterfront for example? The sea
is the defining feature and foundation stone
of the city, and yet for many years now the
city has turned its back on its waterfront. In
many ways this was understandable as the
city industrialised and much of the land is in
active port use, but we need to be thinking
strategically about how the city can be
reconnected to this great asset. As operators,
Associated British Ports’ role in this and
in the city’s wider economy, is significant,
but with collaboration, I do believe that
improvements to our waterfront could
benefit all. The city is on the cusp of great
things, with some interesting ideas emerging
but many of the thoughts and proposals
are not connected or don’t form part of a
cohesive strategy, underpinned by transport
investment.
“The same also applies to several of the
towns and cities across the South. As a
region, we can learn a lot from how other
cities across the UK and overseas (such as
Rotterdam, Bordeaux and Helskinki) have
adapted to change – and how urban planners
have led the way in regeneration, managing
growth, delivering significant transport
investment and securing economic growth as
a consequence.”
Home to several prominent universities,
including the University of Southampton
(one of the founders of the Russell Group and
one of the UK’s leading research-intensive
universities), the city and wider region
also offers a strong intellectual base with

which to attract investors and employers.
“What is surprising though is that despite
these research hubs and potential for some
seriously exciting employment opportunities
if you work in these fields, attracting
graduates is difficult,” says Rebecca
Horrocks, an Associate Planner in the new
team. “The opportunity for ‘innovation
district’ style growth (as discussed on
p.9) is strong. Chilworth Science Park is
a good success story for the University of
Southampton and a starting point, in this
regard. We need to ask how we might further
leverage and focus growth of employment
and even residential opportunities around
our universities and their core subjects,
providing a greater direct link with employers
and researchers, and therefore hopefully
attract graduates to stay long term.”
“Many graduates no doubt move to London
and other cities in search of a vibrant and
exciting backdrop to begin their careers”
adds Carolyn Organ, who joined the team in
early 2016 as an Associate. “I for one, after
studying in Southampton, moved away as
I could not see any real prospects for me
in the area and had not really connected
with the city beyond the university. With a
range of transport hubs, millions of people
pass through Southampton every year but
we retain few visitors in the city for any
significant time. Is this solely due to a lack of
hotels, or is it more around clarity of what we
have to offer, our character and perhaps our
heritage and natural assets are all too well
hidden? Each of our South Coast cities need
to be trading more on their assets, be that the
sea, heritage, culture or landscape. They’re
not a hindrance to growth or development,
but a point of differentiation, character and
opportunity.”
Another key challenge the South Coast faces
is its current infrastructure. “Despite our
international ports and airports, national
rail lines and good connections to major
motorways, connectivity out of Southampton
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and Portsmouth for example and into the
surrounding areas is poor,” explains Tim
Guymer, another new Associate in the team.
“In my previous role with Eastleigh Borough
Council, the delivery of local infrastructure
was a regular point of concern for residents
and businesses. Connectivity with our
major cities in the region is vital to unlock
economic growth within the area and for too
long our attention has been drawn to shortterm, quick fixes rather than longer-term,
sustainable solutions. With improved local
infrastructure, we could begin to tap into the
sustainable transport connections we already
have to provide some seriously exciting
growth opportunities. To do this though,
local authorities in the South Coast need
to work together and with the development
industry in order to achieve a long-term
vision, that puts transport infrastructure at
the forefront.”
From her work in Oxfordshire, on what is now
the Oxfordshire Growth Board, Carolyn is only
too aware of how other competitor cities are
organised to span local authority borders
and drive this type of strategic view. “Back in
2012/3, Oxfordshire realised that developing
a clear strategy for growth and USP was
crucial to align themselves and access
government funding and support to help
deliver their growth strategy. This proactive
approach led to a number of successes in
the City Deal and Local Growth Funding, but
also with Government support for two garden
towns and one garden village. The wider
work they participated in as part of East-West
Rail and the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway
is now high on the Government agenda for
the Oxford-Cambridge economic corridor.”

And yet only a few years ago, the Partnership
for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) were
commended by the South East Plan EIP
Panel, for their innovative work in leading the
way at cooperating/preparing an evidence
base and strategic thinking with regard to
the aspirations for the south Hampshire
area. “Obviously, things haven’t quite gone
to plan with the LEP now essentially taking
the lead,” adds Tim “but perhaps we could
reinvigorate this previous success and follow
the model that Oxfordshire has shown can
work.”
“So, what is clear, is despite development
picking up the pace across the South Coast,
effective transformation and regeneration
needs to be underpinned by a coordinated
vision” says Robin. “We need bold steps to be
taken to attract new ideas and investment,
which will provide long term solutions to
enabling the South Coast and the cities
within them to reach their potential. The
team and I are excited to be a part of that
growth and are already looking at ways in
which we can assist others in understanding
the opportunity, but also in seeing the
potential ways we can address it through
new approaches to our work. I am genuinely
excited about applying our knowledge and
experience from the continued work in the
Thames Valley to the South Coast region.”

CAROLYN ORGAN
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For more on our Southampton team, visit
www.bartonwillmore.co.uk/southampton

1/ Alex Higgin
2/ Tim Guymer
3/ Emma Fellowes
4/ Robin Shepherd
5/ Carolyn Organ
6/ Mark Owen
7/ Tom Rice
8/ Rebecca Horrocks
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